Unmatched Comfort.
STEP® systems heat mass, not air. The heat radiates
upwards from the floor providing an evenly distributed,
soft warmth right where you want it. Comfortable,
silent, invisible, and free of dust & allergens.
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The Ultimate
Heating Experience
More Heated Area.
Our designs cover an average of 50-60% of the floor
space. With a greater heated surface area, the system
uses less energy by operating at a lower temperature.
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Indoor and Outdoor Radiant Heat
Solutions for your home, business or
commercial property.

Contact Us

UNMATCHED COMFORT

ENERGY EFFECIENT

(401) 285-0202
sales@greenwavedist.com
www.greenwavedist.com
182 Torrey Road | South Kingstown | RI 02879
2-5% Coverage

50-60%+ Coverage

MAINTENANCE-FREE

SUITABLE WITH ALMOST ALL FLOORING TYPES
STEP Heat®'s self-regulating elements cannot overheat and can be placed
under most flooring types including wood floors, luxury vinyl planks, carpets,
tile and stone, wet areas, and concrete.

Ultimate Comfort
Enjoy the highest level of comfort with a soft
warmth that is even, balanced and draft free.

Energy Efficient
30-60% energy efficiency gains compared to
line voltage cable/mat systems and traditional
hydronic systems.

Increased Health & Wellness

HARDWOODS

LAMINATE & LINOLEUM

20-Year
WET
AREAS WarrantyPAVERS & STONE

Eliminates overheated dry air, dust, allergens,
other harmful airborne contaminates circulated
by traditional forced air systems.

Alternative Energy Ready
24V AC or DC power options provide alternative
energy and design flexibility for passive, net
zero, off-grid and net metering power source
applications.
TILE & GRANITE

CARPET

CONCRETE

BETWEEN JOISTS

Safe Extra Low Voltage (24V AC/DC)

Silent & Invisible
Finally end distractions made by noisy heating
equipment. No unsightly vents, baseboards,
blowers, and wall units obstructions.

Quick & Easy Installation

Zero Scheduled Maintenance

20-Year Warranty

Eliminate the expense and hassle from worn out
part repairs, equipment tune-ups, filter change
outs and pipe failure damage.

The ultimate in comfort and wellness performance.
The STEP Heat® radiant system is the only heating system of its kind. It
combines design innovation and materials technology to provide the highest level
of comfort, versatility, sustainability, and durability with unmatched energy
efficiency. Whether you want to heat your entire home or just take the chill out of
cold floors, STEP Heat® has the solution you need.

Self-Regulating

Can Be Nailed & Stapled

Alternative Energy Ready
LEED Certified Green

